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Observations & Insights

Implicit New generation of personal storage

At Steelcase we bring human insight to business by studying how people work,
wherever they work. Those insights can help organizations achieve a higher level
of performance, by creating places that unlock the promise of their people.
Our goal is to help them create spaces that support how they work.

Our new generation of personal storage is designed to support the increasing need within the
workplace for flexibility and the requirement for companies to optimise office space. Working
practices are evolving and collaboration between colleagues often takes place at the workstation.
Consequently, workstations are on display more, which in turn heightens the need for personal
storage offering privacy and security.
We understand people need to store both personal and work-related material. That is why
Implicit was designed to accommodate a variety of items, in different shapes and sizes.
So whether you are storing your mobile devices, bottles, handbags or notebooks, Implicit
can support your personal storage needs.

1. O
 bservation: Companies change their workspaces

Why Implicit?

frequently, yet their storage solutions are often not very
adaptable or flexible.
 Insight: Businesses and their employees need
flexible office solutions and pedestals to help them
optimise workspace.

1. The range supports a large number of applications and offers a high degree
of flexibility. It is available in both «standard» and «premium» models which can be
used in supporting, juxtaposed and mobile configurations.
2. Many different items can be secured inside, out of sight or stored externally
for visibility and quick access.
3. The clean, architectural design and the possibility of mixing materials, finishes
and handles allow it to adapt to any style easily.

2. Observation: Pedestals are used to store personal
items as well as office documents, files and work tools.
Insight: Users need high-performance storage that

3. Observation: Variations in design can lead to furniture
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can store a wide range of items.

being visually inconsistent and this can have a negative
impact on a workplace’s image.
Insight: When furniture design is more harmonious,
it contributes to a more attractive working environment.
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Smart, flexible storage
Implicit has the right solution for storing all sorts of material while making the most of existing space. The pedestals are easy
to adapt as workspace needs change or when people change their work patterns.
Implicit offers two models: premium and standard. Both are available in melamine, steel and veneer. The premium model
features a gap on its top and front that can be highlighted with different colours. The coloured gap enhances the appearance
of the pedestal, giving it a modern and minimalist, as well as a refined and elegant look.

Premium
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Design highlight
Coloured gap on the premium model.
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Standard

Implicit mobile pedestals and Share It storage cabinets in the same front finishes, Kalidro desks, Please chairs, Partito screens, Forward Arms, dash lamps
and 1+1 Worktools.
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Wide range of applications
or in private office space.

with a large range of Steelcase desks, making it easier to adapt to the changing work modes of today’s business world.
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Premium mobile «10HE» pedestal
Flexibility and mobility with pedestal on castors.

Standard juxtaposed pedestal
Worksurface extension.
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Standard mobile «9HE» pedestal
Flexibility and mobility with pedestal on castors.

Implicit juxtaposed pedestals, Fusion C-leg desks, Partito Rails, Reply chairs, Plurio single arm, 1+1 Worktools and 1+1 LED task light, standard version.

C6642

C6640

Implicit mobile pedestals with cushions, Activa desks, Please chairs, Partito Rail, Forward Arms and 1+1 Worktools.

C6123

As a mobile pedestal under or juxtaposed pedestal next to the desk to expand the worksurface, Implicit is compatible
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Implicit supports a variety of applications for both individual and collaborative work, either in open plan

Standard supporting pedestal
Replacement of desk legs and space optimisation.
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Internal accessories

Efficient organisation tools
Implicit can be used with a broad range of internal and external accessories. This provides the user with extensive
storage possibilities for both personal and office items, taking into account changing work patterns.
With people collaborating at work more than ever, the top cushion on Implicit makes it easy for people to meet at a desk.

C6374
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These internal and external accessories thus ensure a clean desk policy and help maximise the efficient use of space.

Binder pedestal: Ideal for storing
binders and personal belongings.

Pen tray on runners: Suitable for
small items.
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Angled paper tray: Helps you to
structure paper and documents in
the drawer.

Cushion top: Supports collaboration at the desk
by offering a seat for visitors and colleagues.

Suspended file frame: Standard
for 6HE drawers.

Cross rail: Helps to use file frames
in different ways.

C6384

C6386

C6385
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Stamp holder: Supports stamps
and is flexible in use.
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Dividers: Adapt the drawer to
different user needs.

Top slider: Helps improve personal organisation
on the top of the pedestal.
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Magazine holder: A flexible tool to keep
documents visible and within easy reach.

Pen drawer: Standard solution which
offers quick access to small items.

Removable pen tray: A flexible
solution for your personal storage.

C6379

C6387
C6369

C6378

Bag holder: With the auto return mechanism,
bags are kept neatly at the side of the pedestal.

Soft mat: Protects items and reduces
noise inside the drawer.
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External accessories

High sides: Allows to store larger
objects along with suspended files.
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Design and material options to fit any style
Implicit offers a unique mix of material, clean and architectural design, as well as a wide selection of aesthetic options

The most expressive feature on the Implicit premium model is the gap which is visible immediately under the top

to choose from. Combined with a wide range of finishes, it fits harmoniously in any workplace.

and on the front outer side. The gap creates an added opportunity for an accent colour.

Top in wood veneer
Natural Oak (CC)

Carcass in melamine
Slate (490)

Front gap in steel
Pearl Snow (ZW)

Front in steel
Platinum Metallic (SL)
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Top gap in melamine
Snow (WY)

A perfect match. Implicit blends in easily with the design of the workstation and seating.
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Statement of Line
Mobile castor Ø37mm

Implicit’s environmental performance

Depth 588/788mm - Height 9HE - H516mm

Depth 588/788mm - Height 10HE - H566mm

You need clear evidence to support your environmental credentials. We can provide it.
Thanks to the Life Cycle Assessment (LCA) method, Steelcase can quantify the product’s environmental impacts to set the stage
for further improvements. This method, based on ISO 14040 and 14044, is selected by the European Union for environmental
evaluation. It allows us to measure the environmental impact of our products throughout their lifecycle: materials extraction,
production, transportation, use and end of life. The results are in the process of being published in an Environmental Product

1/2/3/3
Supporting
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Declaration (EPD). Ask for Implicit’s EPD to find out about its environmental impacts (CO2 emissions, waste, etc.).
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Depth 660/800mm - Height 13HE - H705mm (without top)
Materials

End of life

30% (steel version) and 20% (melamine
version) recycled content by weight.

Up to 98% (steel version) and 97%
(melamine version) recyclable by weight.

PVC-free, no hazardous materials.

100% recyclable cardboard and LDPE film
for packaging.
1/3/3/3/3
Juxtaposed

1/3/3/6

1/3/9

75% to 100% recycled cardboard and 30%
recycled LDPE film (Low Density Polyethylene)
in packaging.

Plastic parts clearly labelled for easy sorting
and effective recycling.

Depth 660/800mm - Height 13HE - H725/730*mm (25mm top thickness) - *For Fusion/Movida

Water-based inks without solvent
on packaging.

Quick and easy disassembly.
Use

Production

1/3/3/3/3

1/3/3/6

Replaceable parts.

1/3/9
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Designed for a long product life.

Maintenance information is available
on steelcase.com

Handles

Glue with no hazardous materials.

Large selection of handle types available

Transport
Assembled close to customers, in France
and in Germany.

GM1

ISO 14001 and/or EMAS certification
of the Wisches (FR) and Durlangen (DE)
production sites.

GM6

GM7

GM8

GK2

Tubo 2

Rectangular

Powder coat painting: VOC-free and free of
heavy metals. The powder coat painting that
does not attach to the product is reused in
the painting process.

Optimised packaging to improve filling rates
and save energy for shipping.

Wasted wood directly reused in the
plant’s heating system.

Quality
Standard and premium pedestals offer a high level of quality and clever features
You require official certifications. We can deliver them.

Damping system for drawers
with ball bearing runners.

The fifth castor provides additional
stability to the pedestal
(picture of the steel pedestal).

The castor support ensures load
transmission to the sides and
makes the castors invisible
(picture of the melamine pedestal).
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TM

Indoor Advantage. This certification is awarded to products complying with the indoor air quality emission requirements defined by the
ANSI/BIFMA M7.1-2007 standard.
PEFC. The wooden components are PEFC certified (Programme for the Endorsement of Forest Certification), ensuring that wood originates
from sustainably managed forests.

Lock for securing personal items.

E1. The particle boards comply with the “E1 standard” guaranteeing a low level of formaldehyde emissions.
Oeko-Tex 100. This certification is awarded to a selection of pure wool and polyester fabrics, guaranteeing that limit values are respected.
Test-No. D05-0212

FI Hohenstei n

European Ecolabel (Flower). This certification is awarded to a selection of pure wool fabrics, guaranteeing that products meet stringent quality
and environmental performance criteria.

Finishes
Standard
19mm front - 8mm front (without handles) - 16mm top

Premium
8mm front - 8mm top
Gap design

Carcass

Steel - Melamine - Wood veneer

Steel - Melamine - Wood veneer

Top

Steel (only for steel pedestal) - Melamine
Structured melamine - Wood veneer

Steel (only for steel pedestal) - Melamine
Structured melamine - Wood veneer

Certifications in progress:
Environmental Product Declaration (EPD). Based on ISO/TR 14025, its purpose is to communicate precise and verifiable information about
a product’s impact on the environment at all stages of its life cycle.
NF Environnement certification. Based on ISO 14024, this French voluntary certification mark is awarded to products that have a reduced effect
on the environment during their life cycle.

Front
Steel - Melamine - Structured melamine
Wood veneer
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Steel
(front without handles)

Steel - Melamine - Structured melamine
Wood veneer (front without handles)

You care about the end of use of your furniture. We offer options - be it refurbishing, take-back, charitable donation
or recycling. Visit steelcase.com to discover more about Steelcase’s unique ecodesign strategy.
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